ON THE ABSOLUTE SUMMABILITY OF FOURIER SERIES*
W. C. RANDELS 1. Introduction. A series ^2u n is said to be absolutely summable by a method a denned by a matrix a mn if Similarly a series is said to be absolutely summable | A | if 00 S(r, u) = D«"r»c£F on (0, 1).
n=0
It is known that if ^u n is absolutely summable | C a \ for some a>0, then it is absolutely summable | A |. There are, however, series absolutely summable | A | but not | C a | for any a whatever. We intend to give here an example of a Fourier series with that property. Bosanquetf has proved that, if the Fourier series of f(x) is absolutely summable \C a \, then the function
is of bounded variation on (0, w) for fi>a; and conversely, if <t> a {t) is of bounded variation, the Fourier series of f(x) is absolutely summable |C/j|, (/3>a + l).
Preliminary definitions.
Let a nk , /3 nk be defined for n = 1, 2,
Then, since k^n, we have 0»* > 2-*-1 .
Let fnkipc) be defined over -7r = x = 7r, so that 
and by induction
If we define
we can obtain the following relations analogous to (3) and (4) : for which it can be shown by similar reasoning that, for r^k,
where in (7) 
A sequence dfc is then defined so that
The function so the Fourier series of ƒ (x) cannot be | Cj\ summable at x=0, for any j. This completes the proof of our assertion.
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